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Abstract 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over a field [F. An arrangement of hyperplanes & = 
{HI,..., Hk} in V is said to be in general position if whenever j E N lies between 1 and 
min(n,k) the dimension of the intersection of any j hyperplanes in & has codimension j. In 
this note we examine several subgroups of GL(n, 5) associated with such an arrangement and 
the corresponding rings of polynomial invariants. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Muth. Subj. Cluss.: 13A50 
0. Introduction 
Let Q : G L) GL(n, F) be a representation of a finite group G over the field IF. Denote 
by F[V] the graded algebra of homogeneous polynomial functions on V. The ring of 
invariants of Q, denoted by iF[ VIG, is the subalgebra of fimctions fixed under the action 
of G. (See [12] for a general reference on the invariant theory of finite groups.) The 
usual viewpoint in invariant theory is to place the representation Q in the foreground. 
In this note we adopt a different viewpoint and consider arrangements of hyperplanes 
a~‘= {f&...,&), 
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i.e. a finite set of codimension 1 linear subspaces of V, to which we associate various 
subgroups of GL(n, F) and investigate the invariant theory of these groups. 
1. Symmetry groups of arrangements 
The purpose of this section is to establish the notations and definitions that we need 
for the study of symmetry groups of arrangements and their invariants. 
Fix a field ff. (For the most part iF will be a finite field of characteristic p with 
q = p’ elements.) Let n E N and V = IF”. An arrangement of linear hyperplanes &
in V is a finite set (these are called central arrangements in [9]) 
d = {fL...,xJ, 
i.e. a finite set of codimension 1 linear subspaces of V. The integer a is called the 
size of the arrangement and denoted by ]&I. 
An arrangement d defines an algebraic set 
N(d)= u HC[F”=V. 
HE&d 
If for each H E d we choose a linear form 8~ E V* with ker(4H) = H, then N(d) 
is the algebraic set defined by the vanishing of the polynomial 
The polynomial Qd is called the dejining polynomial of d. The group of the arrange- 
ment, G(d) is defined to be the subgroup of GL(n, [F) that stabilizes N(d) setwise, 
i.e. 
The group G(d) acts on V=P and hence on the graded algebra of homogeneous poly- 
nomial functions on V. Since G(d) stabilizes N(d) C V the principal ideal (QJ) c 
F[V] is also stabilized by G(d). Therefore for g E G(d) there is a 1, E [Fx such 
that gQs = As . Qd, and moreover, the correspondence g H 1, defines a linear repre- 
sentation 
1: G(d)+ 5’. 
If 121 denotes the order of Im(A), and /A] < o;), then Qy E IFIVIG(“). The scalar 
matrices [Fx = {a . Z I a E ff x } always belong to G(d), so the group G(d) is finite if 
and only if IF is a finite field. This is the case we are particularly interested in. 
We will call an arrangement d in V large if a set 2Zd = {/I,. . . , t,}, a = I&I, 
of defining linear forms for & contains a basis for V*. (Note that & is large if and 
only if nHEdH = {0}, so this is what Orlik and Terao [9] call an essential central 
arrangement. ) 
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As an aid in computing the groups G(d) for large arrangements we offer the fol- 
lowing construction. 
Construction. Let &’ be a large arrangement in V = IF” and let .5&d = (81,. . . , tf,}, 
a = J&l, be a system of linear forms with &’ = { ker(ei) 1 i = 1,. . .,a} defining 
d. Introduce the vector space lFa and the linear map cp : ff” + V* defined by the 
requirements 
cp(Ui) = ej, i = 1,. . .,a, 
and ui,..., ua E P are the standard basis vectors. Since d is large, the map cp is a 
surjection, so passing to vector space duals yields a monomorphism 
‘p* : V-P. 
A linear transformation T E GL(n, F) belongs to G(d) if and only if T(Q) = ATQ for 
some AT # 0 E F, where Q = 8, ‘. . L’, E F[V] defines J&‘. This is the case if and only 
if T permutes the elements of the set {ei, . . . , l,} up to nonzero scalar multiples, i.e. 
there is a permutation rr and scalars 21,. . . ,A, E F with 
The wreath product G = lFx J C, acts on the vector space P as the generalized 
permutation matrices of the standard basis vectors. The elements of G which stabilize 
ker((p) are exactly the linear transformations of V* that permute the elements of the 
set {[I,..., 8,) up to nonzero scalars. Therefore 
G(d) = (9 E G = F’s,&, I dker(cp)) = ker(cp)), 
or put in terms of the dual embedding: 
Theorem 1.1. Let d be a large arrangement in V = IF”, {{I,. . . , ta} a set of linear 
forms with ~4 = { ker(8i ), . . . , ker(&‘O)}, and V c) P be the embedding induced by the 
dual of the epimorphism 
cp : [Fa + v*, cph..., x,)=Xlel +...+xJ,. 
Then 
G(d) = {g E IF’s& 1 g(V) = V}. 
Given an arrangement d in V = ff” there are several ways to associate to ~4 a group 
generated by pseudoreflections in the hyperplanes2 of d. The largest of these groups 
is IV(&), the subgroup of GL(n, F) generated by all pseudoreflections s E GL(n, F) 
whose reflecting hyperplanes lie in &‘. We call IV(&) the pseudorejlection group of 
2 See [12, Chapter 7, Section 1, and Chapter 8, Section l] for a discussion of pseudoreflections and tmnsvec- 
tions, and [12, Chapter 7, Sections 2-5, Chapter 8, Section 21 for a discussion of pseudoreflection groups. 
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JZZ. If IF is not finite, then IV(&) need not be finite. For [F = Q the group IV(&) is 
finite if the bilinear form associated to A’ (see [3]) is nondegenerate. If [F = C then, in 
a suitable basis, the diagonal matrices diag( 1,. . . , 1, A) with 1 a root of unity belong 
to W(d) so it is never finite. 
If U c V is a linear subspace we denote by GLu(n, [F) the isotropy group of U in 
GL(n, [F), i.e. 
where Z is the identity matrix. If H c V is a hyperplane then the nonidentity ele- 
ments of GLH(Iz, IF) of finite order are precisely the pseudoreflections with reflecting 
hyperplane H. Therefore regarding H as an arrangement with only one hyperplane, 
W(H) is the subgroup of elements of finite order in GLH(~, [F). If [F has characteris- 
tic zero then the group W(H) is isomorphic to the group consisting of the diagonal 
matrices diag( 1,. . . , l,[), where 5 E [F is a root of unity. If [F is a finite field then 
the structure of the groups W(H) may be found in [12, Section 8.21: it is gener- 
ated by the diagonal matrices diag( 1,. . . , 1, [), where 5 E IF is a root of unity, and 
the transvections Z + clE,,,,, for m = 1, , . . , n - 1, E;,j is the matrix with a 1 in the 
i, j position and all other entries 0, and a E IF is arbitrary. The invariant theory of 
these groups was investigated by Nakajima [7], Landweber and Stong [5] and in [12, 
Section 8.21. In the next sections we extend these results to certain general position 
arrangements. 
2. Small arrangements of hyperplanes in general position 
An arrangement d = {HI,..., Hk} of hyperplanes in V = F” is said to be in general 
position if for any j E { 1,. . . , min (k, n)} and any j distinct hyperplanes Hi,, . . . , Hi, the 
subspace nk, Hi, C V has codimension j. If et,. . . ,tk E V* are linear forms with 
ker(&i) = Hi for i = l,..., k, then .& is in general position if and only if for any j E 
{l,..., min (k, n)} any j distinct linear forms /i,, . . . , fij are linearly independent. Clearly 
the dual standard basis vectors zi, . . . ,z,, E V* yield general position arrangements for 
any k between 1 and II, and these are the only general position arrangements up to 
linear isomorphism when k 5 n. There are general position arrangements d in [F” with 
more than n hyperplanes, even if the field [F is finite (see Section 4). 
In this section we consider the case where lF is a finite field and the general position 
arrangement is small in the sense that k 5 n, postponing the discussion of large, i.e. 
k 2 n, general position arrangements to Section 4. The results we obtain may be 
regarded as generalizations of [7; 5; 12, Section 8.21, which from our point of view are 
the case k = 1. 
Let us therefore fix a finite field IF and an arrangement & = {HI,. . . , Hk} of k distinct 
hyperplanes in general position in V = IF”, k 5 n. The dimension formula then shows 
that L = HI n. . . II Hk C V has codimension k. The basis extension theorem allows us 
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to choose a basis El,. . . , E,, for V such that, in the coordinate system determined by 
this basis, 
for all i = l,...,k. 
Let us compute G(d), the group of this arrangement. If g E G(d) then g stabilizes 
the arrangement & setwise. Hence g(L) = L and therefore the matrix of g must be of 
the form 
T A 
[ 1 0 M 
where T E GL(n - k, F) is the matrix of g with respect to the basis {El,. . . , En-k} 
when restricted to L = Art II . . . fl Hk, and the matrix A E Mat,_k,k([F) is arbitrary. 
Moreover, for 1 5 i 5 k then g(Hi) = Hi, for a unique 1 5 is 5 k. This means 
that A4 has exactly one nonzero element in each row and column. The elements of 
GL(k, F) which contain exactly one nonzero entry in each row and each column are 
the generalized permutation matrices Fx 1 Ck c GL(k, IF). Therefore we have shown: 
Proposition 2.1. Let d = {HI , . . . , Hk} be a small arrangement of k distinct hyper- 
planes in general position in V = IF”. Then 
W)=(R= [: ;] E GL(n, F) 1 T E GL(n - k, IF), 
i%f E Fx s &, A E h’kit,_/+([F) . 
The group G(d) contains a number of useful subgroups as we proceed to explain. 
The subgroup 
is isomorphic to ( Fk)“-k and is generated by some, but not all, of the transvections 
with Hi as reflecting hyperplane with 1 5 i 5 k. The order of E(d) is equal to 
4 
k(n-k) where q is the number of elements in F. The subgroup E(d) is normal in 
G(d),‘&&) a G(d), with quotient G(d)/@&) = GL(n - k, IF) x (Fx / zk). 
The subgroup T(d) is generated by E(d) and GL(n - k, IF), so 
for T E GL(n - k, F). The subgroup T(d) is also a normal subgroup of G(d) and 
the quotient G(d)/T(&) is isomorphic to Fx s ck. The order of T(d) is equal to 
qW+k) . n;+;-l(q”-k _ d)_ 
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Finally we consider the subgroup 
H(d)= gEGL(n,Vlg= 
with M as above. This subgroup is generated by E(d) and G(d)/T(&) and leaves 
the intersection L = Ht n . . . rl Hk pointwise fixed. Again it is a normal subgroup and 
isomorphic to ([Fk)nmk DC ( [Fx / ck) and the quotient G(d)/H(d) is isomorphic to 
GL(n - k, [F). The group H(d) has order (qk)“-k(q - l)kk! . 
3. Invariants of small general position arrangements 
We proceed next to compute the invariants of G(d) when d is a small general 
position arrangement. To this end we use the normal chain of subgroups E(&)aT(d)a 
G(d), to obtain 
Besides this we have E(d) a H(d) a G(&‘) and 
This means that we can compute the invariants of G(d) in two different ways. 
We begin by computing the invariants of E(d). Let ~1,. . . ,z,, E V* be the basis 
dual to E I,. . . , E, E V. Define polynomials 
Pi= n 
ajEF (zi + j:&+F) 
for all i = l,...,n -k. 
Lemma 3.1. With the preceding notations 
(0 PI,..., pn-k E 5[V]E(“), 
(ii) the polynomials pl,. . . , pn-k, .&-k+l , . . . ,z, E lF[ V] form a regular sequence. 
Proof. The first assertion may be made clear by noting that the orbit of zi, 
i 5 n - k, consists of all elements of the form 
n 
Zi+ C ajZj 
j=n-k+l 
withajE[Fforj=n-k+l,..., n, i.e. the polynomials pi defined above are just 
the top orbit Chem classes of zi and therefore invariant. (See [12, Section 3.11 for a 
discussion of orbit Chem classes.) 
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To prove the second assertion, note that z,_k+t,. . . ,z,, E F[Y] is clearly a regular 
sequence, and the images of ~1,. . . , pn_k in [F[V]/(Zn_k+t,. . ,zn) E F[zl,. . . ,Zn_k] are 
z: 
t 
, . . . ,z:_~, Since these polynomials form a regular sequence in [F[zt,. . . ,i&k] the 
result follows. 0 
Proposition 3.2. With the preceding notations 
01 , . . . ,GI]~(“) = b,. . . , pn-k, Zn-ktl, *. . ,.%I. 
Proof. By Lemma 3. I 
PI,. . . , j&-k, zn-k+l,. . .,&I E bl,. . . ,%I 
is a regular sequence, and 
f’l,...,pn-k, Zn-k+l,...,Zn E oh...,&. 
By Macaulay’s theorem [l2, 6.7.111, ~1,. . . , pn_k, &_k+l,. . . ,z, E F[zl,. . . ,zn] is a 
system of parameters so F[zt, . . . , z,] is a finitely generated [F[pl,. . .,pn_k, 
Zn-k+l, . . . ,z,]-module. Since [F[zl, .. . ,znlEcd) is an F[pl, . . . , pn.+ Z”_k+l, . . . ,zn]- 
submodule of lF[zt, . . . ,zn], it too is a finitely generated ff[pl,. . . , pn_k, Z+k+l,. . . ,z,]- 
module. Hence it follows ~1,. . . , p”_k, z,_k+l,. . . ,z, E [F[zl,. . . ,z,]~(~) is a homoge- 
neous system of parameters. Since 
n-k 
IE(d)l = qkcflmk) = n deg(pi) fi zj, 
i=l j=n-k+l 
the proposition follows from [12, 5.5.51. 0 
Next, we compute the invariants of T(d). 
Proposition 3.3. With the preceding notations 
Rz1,...,zJ rCd) = ~[do(f’l,.. .,pn-k),. ..,dn-k-lh,. * ., h-k), &k+l,...,znl 
where do,. . . , d,,-k-1 denote the Dickson polynomials in ~1,. . .,z,,_k and di(pl, 
. . ., pn_k) means they are evaluated at ~1,. . .,p+_k. 
Proof. As noted above F[V] r(4 = (F[ Y]E(.ol))r(.ol)/E(~). The quotient T(&‘)/E(&‘) 
acts on [F[v]“(“) leaving z+k+l , . . . ,z,, fixed and through the usual GL(n - k, F)- 
action on zt , . . . ,Z,-k. So the Dickson polynomials do,. . . ,dn_k_l as polynomials in 
~1,. . . , J&k are invariant. With the observation that 
n-k-l n-k-l 
IT(4l = c$(“-~) JGo (g-k - 4) = ,go d%(dj(Plp...,Pn-k)) fi d&j)9 
j=n-k+l 
the same arguments as in the preceding proposition lead to the conclusion. 0 
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We also compute the invariants of H(d): 
Proposition 3.4. With the preceding notations 
5[VlHcd) = 5[pl,. . . , pn_k, el(zzI:+l,. . . ,zzel), .. . ,ek(z~~~+,, . . . ,zi-I)], 
where el (zqI ’ n k+,, . . . ,z!-‘), . . . , ek(Z~I:+l,. . . ,zz-‘) denote the first k elementary sym- 
metric functions evaluated at z,~I:+~, . . . ,$‘. 
Proof. As above 5[V] H(4 = (5[V]E(d))H(d)IE(-). The quotient H(&‘)/E(&‘) acts 
on 5[VlE(&) by leaving pi, i = 1 , . . . , n - k fixed and as a generalized permutation 
matrix on Z,-k+l,. . . ,Zn. Hence the polynomials ~1,. . . , pa-k and the first k elementary 
symmetric functions in the variables z,“::,, , . . . ,zz-l are invariant. With the observation 
that 
n-k 
Iff(-@‘)I =(qkYpk(q - 1lkk! = ,Ql dedpj!j~ deg(ej(z,41:+17.. . Am  1, 
the same arguments as above complete the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let 5 be a Jinite field with q elements and z$ a small arrangement of 
k hyperplanes in V = 5” in general position. Then with respect o a suitable basis 
Z],...,Zn of v*, [F[V]G(d) is equal to the polynomial subalgebra 
ff[dO(Pl,~~. , pn4) ,..-, dn-t-l(pl ,..,I pn-k)&,4I:+ ,‘..., z,4-‘) ,...> e&,4I:+, >..., $')I 
of WI. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.3 
5[VlTcd) = 5[dO(pl,...,pn-k),...,dn-k-l(Pl,...,Pn-k), %--k+l,...d 
The group 
acts via generalized permutation matrices M E GL(k, 5), on 5[Zn_k+r,. . ,z,J fix- 
ing the Dickson polynomials 4,. . . , dn-k-l in the variables ~1,. . . , pn-k. So the first 
k elementary symmetric functions er, . . . , ek in the variables zfI:+r,. . . ,zz-’ are the 
(q-l),..., k(q- 1)th Chem classes of the orbit of z,-k+l E V* under the action. Since 
these polynomials form a system of parameters in 5[VlG(&) (they form a regular 
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sequence in F[V], e.g., compare the proof of the preceding propositions), and 
n-k-l 
IG(&‘)] = qk(“-k) (4 - Ukk! $lIo (q”-k - 49 
n-k-l 
= ,Fo deg(d,(pl,...,p,_k))~ deg( eJ z,, k+ly...9zn $ ‘1’ q-1N, 
j=l 
the result follows from [12, 5.54. 0 
Remark. The same result follows using the normal subgroup I?(&‘) a G(d) and its 
invariants: the quotient G(d)/H(d) acts on F[ V]H(.PP) by leaving the k elemen- 
tary symmetric functions et,. . . , ek in the variables zzI:+,, . . . ,z, q-1 and the Dick- 
son polynomials do,. . . , dn_k_l in the variables ~1,. . ., pn_k fixed. Again, observe 
that they form a regular sequence and the product of their degrees is the group 
order. 
Corollary 3.6. Let F be a finite field with q elements, d a small general position 
arrangement in V = P, and G a subgroup of G(d). Then, with respect to a suitable 
choice z~,..., z, of basis for V*, we have that the polynomials 
do(pl,.. . , h-k), . . ..dn-k-l(Pl.. .., h-k), ~l(Z,4~;+1,4:-‘), . .., 
ek(&+l,. . . &, 
P-1 
) 
in F[ VIG are a system of parameters and the ring FIVIG is 
only tf they are a regular sequence. 
Consider the dual representation of G(d) afforded by the 
G(d) -+ GL(n, F). Then 
Cohen-Macaulay if and 
transposed matrices Q* : 
G(d)*:=Q*(G(d))={g= [,’ i] tGL(n,F)}, 
where T E GL(n - k, F) and M E Fx J zk. Note there is again a chain of normal 
subgroups 
E(d)* a T(d)* a G(d)*, 
where 
E(d)* :=g*(E(&))= {g= [: t] tGL(n,F)}, 
r(d)*:=P*(TO)={g= [,’ t] tGL(n,F)}. 
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Proposition 3.7. Let F be a finite field and & a small general position arrangement 
in V = F”. Then with respect o a suitable basis ~1,. . . ,z,, of V*, F[ V]‘(=@* is equal 
to the polynomial subalgebra 
Wo, . . . , da--k--L, el(P’? n k+l,...,P’-‘) n ,---Tek(P~I:+l n ,...,pq-‘)l 
of F[V], where 1 F I= q. 
Proof. In the same way as above one gets 
[F[v]W* = ((F[v]W,* )W)*/W* )GW)*/W)* 
, . . . ,z,-k, pn-_kf’, . . . , pn])T(“)*‘E(d)* )G(d)*‘T(dQI)* 
=(F[do,..., d,,-k-1, pn-k+‘, . . . , pn])G(“)*‘T(d’* 
= F[do,. . , &k-l, el(PqI1 n k+l,“.,Pq-l) n ~.-.~ek(Pq~~+l n ,.*-, Pi-’ )I 
by observing that do,. . . ,dn_k_l, el(pzI:+,, . . . , p!-‘), . . . , ek(p~~~+l,. . , p$-‘) form a 
regular sequence and the product over their degrees is the group order. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let F be a jnite$eld with q elements, and G* a subgroup of G(d)*. 
Then with respect to a suitable choice ~1,. . . ,z,, of basis for V* we have that the 
polynomials 
do,..., k-1, Q(P’? n k+l,..vPq-l) n ~~~~~ek(p~~~+l ,...,p;-1) E F[V]G’ 
are a system of parameters and the ring FIVIG’ is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if 
they are a regular sequence. 
Let us consider the pseudoreflection group W(._&‘) of a small general position ar- 
rangement, i.e. the subgroup of GL(n, IF), which is generated by all pseudoreflections 
on hyperplanes of &. There are diagonalizable pseudoreflections diag(Z,Z+,i), where 
Z E GL(n - k, F) is the identity and Dc,i = diag(1,. . . , 1, C, 1,. . . , 1) E GL(k, F) is 
a diagonal matrix with a root of unity c in the ith row. The transvections look 
like 
[ 0’ ‘71 ’ [ 0’ Bi,~(l)] ’ 
where A E Fx and &j(A) = Z + ilEi,j, are the elementary transvections of GL(k, IF). 
By [lo, Lemma 8.71 the subgroup of the k x k submatrices in the right lower cor- 
ner is GL(k, F). The (n - k) x k block is a vector group isomorphic to F(“-k)k. 
Therefore 
k-l 
1 W(d)l = qQ”-k) n (qk - qj). 
j=O 
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For the ring of invariants we get: 
Proposition 3.9. Let F be a Jinite field and d a small general position arrangement 
in V = F”, n 2 k. Then with respect to a suitable basis ~1,. . . ,z, of V*, FIVlw(&) is 
equal to the polynomial subalgebra 
QPl,..., f&-k, ~O(~,-k+l,...,~,),...,~k-l(~,-k+l,...,~,)1 
of WI. 
Proof. The group defined above, E(d), is a normal subgroup of IV(&). Hence with 
the preceding notations 
= UP1 , . . . , P,,-k, Z,-k+l, . . . ,,&I w(d)‘E(dQ) 
=up1,..., Pn-k, do+ - n k+l,...,Z,),...,dk-l(Z,-k+l,...,Z,)]. 
Observe that pi,. . . , f&k, dO(zn__k+l,. . . zn), . . . ,dk_-l(zn__k+l,. . . ,zn) form a regular se- 
quence and the product of their degrees is the group order. Cl 
Remark. If the arrangement consists only of one single hyperplane this follows from 
a result of [7]. 
Corollary 3.10. Let F be a jinite field with q elements, ~2 a small general position 
arrangement in V = IF”, and G a subgroup of W(a). Then with respect to a suitable 
choice z1 , . . . ,z,, of basis for V* we have that the polynomials 
PI,...,&-k, dO(Z,-k+l,...,Z,),...,dk-l(Zn--k+l,...,Zn) E FIVIG 
are a system of parameters and the ring FIVIG is Cohen-Macaulay tf and only zf 
they are a regular sequence. 
Remark. Let Q : G c-$ GL(n, lF) be a representation of a finite group G over a finite 
field IF. One can adopt the viewpoint that the larger the fixed point set VG of G is, the 
easier the representation e and its ring of invariants FIVIG should be to understand. 
The case where VG c V has codimension 1 was studied by Landweber and Stong [5] as 
well as Nakajima [7] (see e.g. [12, Section 8.21). We reap a bonus from the preceding 
discussion for the universal example in the general case: we compute the group of this 
subspace arrangement and its invariants. As in the case of a codimension 1 subspace 
they turn out to be polynomial, however in contrast to the codimension 1 case, this 
need not be true for arbitrary subgroups, see for example [8; 4; 21. 
Fix a linear subspace U c V of codimension k. We may choose a basis El,. . . , E,, 
for V so that U = Spa.nr(Ei, . . . , E,,_k). Recall that GLu(n,[F) denotes the subgroup 
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of GL(n, lF) of elements that fix U pointwise. One easily sees that 
GL&n, [F) = g E GL(n, IF) 1 g = 
where T E GL(k, E) and Z is the identity in GL(n - k, F). There is a natural map 
cp : GLU(n, F) + GL(k, IF) 
given by 
Z A 
[ 1 0 T L[n’ 
This map is a split smjection, and its kernel is the group E(d) where d = {HI,. . . ,I&} 
is the arrangement in V with 
Hi = Span,{Et,. . . pEn_k+ip.. . ,E,}. 
E(d) a GLu(n, IF) is a normal subgroup generated by the transvections Z + aEi,j for 
a E IF, 1 5 i < rt - k, II - k + 1 5 j 5 n. There is the split exact sequence 
f \ 
I --t E(d) - GLv(n, [F) - ’ GL(k,F) --t I. 
As an abstract group the group E(d) is isomorphic to @n_k[Fk. Note that GLu(n, E) 
is isomorphic to the subgroup W(d) < GL(n, [F), where d is a small general position 
arrangement of cardinality k in V = F”. Therefore the invariants of GLu(n, F) were 
obtained in Proposition 3.9. 
For the dual representation afforded by the transposed matrices we have: 
Proposition 3.11. Let F be afinitefield and d a small general position arrangement 
in V = IF”. Then with respect to a suitable basis ~1,. . . ,z,, of V*, F[V] w(-c4* is equal 
to the polynomial subalgebra 
@l ,...,zn-k, dO(Pn-k+l,...,Pn),...,dk-1(Pn-k+l,...,Pn)l 
of VI. 
Proof. The above defined group E(d)* is a normal subgroup of W(d)*. Hence with 
the preceding notations we obtain 
WI mo’ = (Qzl,. . . ,zn]w)* )wwol)*/w~* 
= F[z, , . . . ,,%‘,-k, p,,__k+l, . . . , pn]w(“)*‘E(d)* 
= lF[Zl,..., zn-k, do(Pn-k+l,...,Pn),...,dk-l(Pn-k+l,...,Pn)l 
by observing that zr,. . .,z,-k, d&I,,-k+l,. . ., p,,), . . .,dk--1(Pn-_k+l,. . , Pn) form a =I$- 
ular sequence and the product over their degrees is the group order. 0 
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Corollary 3.12. Let IF be a finite field with q elements, G* a subgroup of W(d)*. 
Then, with respect o a suitable choice ~1,. . . ,z,, of basis for V*, the polynomials 
zl,..*,zn-k, do(Pn--k+l,...,Pn),...,dk-l(Pn-k+l,...,Pn) E F[vl 
G’ 
are a system of parameters and the ring FIVIG* is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if 
they are a regular sequence. 
4. Large general position arrangements 
An arrangement JZ? = {Hi,. . . , H,} in V = [F” is called a large general position ar- 
rangement if it is a general position arrangement and k = IdI 2 n. Such arrangements 
always exist if dim(V) > 1. For example the arrangement in V = F” with defining 
polynomial 
(*) Q =z1 “‘Z, .(Zl +.*.+z,)E [F[Zl , * *. .&I, 
where zt , . . . , z, E V* are the dual standard basis vectors, is an arrangement of n + 1 
hyperplanes in general position. If the field IF is finite, then there can be general position 
arrangements with even more than n + 1 hyperplanes. 
Example 1 (Ahrens and Szekeres [l, Section 41). Let [F, denote the Galois field 
with q elements. Assume q is odd and define vectors Al,. . . ,Aq+2 E lFi as follows: 
Al ,&,A3 are the standard basis vectors, and 
Ai+s = (1 [’ 52’) E [F3 7 3 4 i=l ,...,q - 1, 
where [ E El is a generator of the multiplicative group of the field. Then the set of 
q+l vectorsAi,&&& ,..., &+l has the property that any three of them are linearly 
independent. Hence regarding these vectors as linear forms we obtain a configuration 
d of q + 1 hyperplanes in ‘Fi in general position. 
Notation. If IF is a finite field denote by mF(n) the maximum number of hyperplanes 
in IF” which are in general position. 
We are interested in the case where [F is a Galois field, so we fix [F of characteristic 
p with 1 IFI = q = pt. Since V contains (q” - 1 )/(q - 1) hyperplanes it is clear that 
any arrangement has at most k 5 (q” - l)/(q - 1) hyperplanes. For general position 
arrangements a much lower bound must hold [ 1, Section 4; 6, Chapter 111. 
Proposition 4.1. Let IF be a jinite fieid with q elements and d = {HI,. . . ,Hk} a 
general position arrangement. Then 
(i) tfq is odd then k<n+q-2, and 
(ii) zfqiseuenthenkIn+q-1. 
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The proof is an easy adaption of the argument in [l, Section 41: a different proof of 
this result and further references dealing with mr(n) may be found in [6, Chapter 11, 
Section 3, Corollary 7, Section 6, Theorem 111. 
The reflection group IV(&) associated to a large general position arrangement is 
also large: in fact is as large as possible. 
Proposition 4.2. Let F be a jinite field and d be an arrangement of at least n 
hyperplanes in V = F” which are in general position. Then W(d) = GL(n, F). 
Proof. Let d = {Hi , . . . ,I&} with k > n. Without loss of generality we may suppose 
that 
Hi = Span,{Ei ,..., Ei ,..., E,}, i = l,..., n, 
where E 1,. . . , E,, E V are the standard basis vectors. The group W(d) is generated by 
its subgroups W(Hl ), . . . , W(I&). The group W(Hi) is generated by all pseudoreflec- 
tions with reflecting hyperplane Hi. Hence W(Hi) contains all the elementary transvec- 
tions Bj,i(A) = Z + AEj,i for j = 1,. . . , n, j # i, and the diagonal pseudoreflections 
diag(l,..., l,p,l,..., 1 ), where p E [Fx is the ith entry. By [ 10, Lemma 8.71 these 
matrices generate GL(n, F). 0 
The value of mr(n) is known in only a few cases and therefore the computations 
of the corresponding symmetry groups of maximal general position arrangements in [F” 
remains to be done. However, the bound in Proposition 4.1 is sharp for q = 2 and all 
n, and for n = 3 for all q. Let us look at these cases in more detail. 
Example 2. For the Galois field IF2 Proposition 4.1 says that the maximum number of 
hyperplanes in general position is n + 1. The polynomial Q defined in equation (f) 
defines such a configuration dn+i. Up to linear isomorphism this is the unique such 
configuration. 
To compute the group G(dn+i) 5 GL(n,[Fz) we introduce the vector space lF!j+’ 
and let the symmetric group &+I act on it by permuting the standard basis vectors, 
which we denote by ~0,. . . , u,. Define a linear transformation 
q : F;+’ + V* by cp(ui) = 
1 
z1 +..*+z, for i = 0, 
zi for i = l,...,n. 
The map cp is smjective and the kernel is the Cn+i fixed point set SpanF2 {uo+. . -+un}. 
Therefore Cn+i acts on V* = IF,“+‘/ ker(cp) and permutes the vectors 
Zl + . . *+zn, Zl,..., z,. 
(Note: V* is not a permutation representation.) Hence Zn+i is a subgroup of G(dPP,+i). 
If TE GL(n, lF2) stabilizes N(&,,+i) then it must fix the polynomial Q E ffz[zi,. . . ,z,], 
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and hence must permute the linear forms z1 +- . -+z,, ~1, . . . , z,. Hence T E &+I, and 
we have shown: 
Proposition 4.3. Let al,+1 be a configuration of n + 1 hyperplanes in F{ in general 
position. Then G( &,,+I ) is conjugate in GL(n, F,) to &,+I. 
Finally, we compute the invariants lF2[V] G(dn+l), for while the answer seems obvious 
the justification is not. 
We require some notations. Denote by el, . . . , en+1 E Fz[uo,. . . , u,] the elementary 
symmetric polynomials of the n + 1 linear forms ug, . . . , u,. Set 
ei = ei(zl + *** +Z,, Zl,..., Zn) E [F2[Zl,..., Zn], i = l,...,n+ 1. 
Note that & = 0. With these notations we have: 
Proposition 4.4. Let &,+I be the con$guration of n + 1 hyperplanes in Fz in general 
position dejined by the polynomial Q = z1 - . . z,, . (~1 + - + . + zn) f Fz[zl, . . . A]. Then 
E2bl ,. . .,Zn]G(dn+l) = !F2[ z2,. . .) &+I]. 
Proof. Consider the algebra homomorphism 
cp: ~2[~o,...,U,l+ ~2[zl,-..,z”l 
determined by 
cP(Ui> = 
{ 
21 +***+z, for i = 0, 
Zi for i = l,...,n. 
The map cp is surjective with kernel the principal ideal generated by 
el =uo+*- *+u, E E2[Uo,...,Un]. 
The polynomials 
el, ez,...,e,+l E ~2[u0,...,unl 
are a regular sequence, and therefore 
e2,..., G+1 E ~2[~o,...,~,+IlI(~o+..‘+~,) 
is a regular sequence. The map q induces an isomorphism 
F2[Uo ,*.., u,]/(uo+..~+u,)~[F2[z~ ,..., z,] 
and 
q(ei)= Zj, i=2,...,n+l. 
Therefore 
e2,. . . , %+1 E ~2[Zl,...,Z~l 
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is a regular sequence. By Macaulay’s theorem [ 12, Corollary 6.7.111, 
e2,. . . , cl+1 E [FZ[Zl,. . * ,znl 
are a system of parameters. The map rp is C,+t-equivariant so by Proposition 4.3 these 
polynomials lie in [F2 [zt ,. . . , zn] G(dn+l). The group G(d,+t ) = Zn+t acts faithfully on 
V = IF; and 
n+l 
l&+11 = (n + I)! = ,g d&C), 
so the result follows from [12, 5.5.51. 0 
Example 3. For q = 3 Proposition 4.1 is sharp- We compute the symmetry groups 
and invariants of an arrangement &,,+I of n + 1 hyperplanes in IF; in general 
position. Again the polynomial Q defined in equation (*) defines such a conflg- 
uration zZ~+~, which is unique up to linear isomorphism. So we may as well 
compute the group G(dc9,+t) I GL(n,[F) of the arrangement &,+I in IF”, where 
[F is an arbitrary Galois field, defined by this polynomial, and the invariants 
WI GW~Q,+I 1. 
Introduce the vector space [F”+l and let the symmetric group Z,,+t act on it by 
permuting the standard basis vectors, which we denote by us,. . . , u,. Define a linear 
transformation 
as in the case [F = [Fz by 
rP(Ui) = 
{ 
-(zt + . . . + z,) for i = 0, 
Zi for i = l,...,n. 
The map cp is smjective and the kernel is the Zn+t fixed point set SpanlF{uc+. .+un}. 
Therefore &+I acts on V* = En+‘/ker(cp) and permutes the vectors 
z1+.*. +z,, Zl,..., z,. 
Hence &+I is a subgroup of G(dn+t), and moreover TeGL(n, IF) stabilizes N(dn+t) 
if and only if it maps the polynomial Q E [Fz[zt , . . . ,z,,] into a nonzero multiple of it- 
self. Hence T must be a generalized permutation matrix. The only such matrices that 
send (zt + . . . +z,) into a multiple of itself are those in the subgroup generated by the 
scalar matrices and &,+I. Hence we have shown: 
Proposition 4.5. Let &,+I be the conjiguration of n + 1 hyperplanes in F” in gen- 
eral position dejined by the polynomial Q = z1 . . -z,, . (~1 + . .- + zn) E F[z~,. . . ,z,,], 
where zl,..., z,, E V* are the dual standard basis vectors. Then G(&,,+I) is subgroup 
generated by .?I,,+1 and the scalar matrices. 
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To compute the invariants F[zr, . . . ,z,J G(dn+lf of the groups G(d,+l) < GL(n,F) 
we use G(cz!~+~) cz Fx x .&,+I to obtain 
UZl, . . . ,&I1 G(dn+l) = (@I,. . . ,Z,]r~+‘)rX. 
The ring of invariants F[zt , . . . ,zn] &+I may be computed as in the case F = IFz. We 
obtain 
UZl ) . . . ,zJZn+I = F[ 22,. . . ) 2,+1], 
where 
ei(U0, ~1,. . . , %I E U~O,4,...,&J, i=l ,...,?I+ 1 
are the elementary symmetric polynomials, and 
&(zl ,. . .,Z,) := ei(-(Zl + . . . +Z,), Zl,. . .,Zn), i = 1,. . .,?I + 1. 
(Note that Zl = 0 as before.) 
The group Fx 2~ Z/(q - 1) acts on F[ &, . . . , &+I] by 
l&=1’&, i=2 ,..., n+l, 
where 1 E Fx is a primitive (q - 1 )st root of unity. The order of the group Fx is q - 1 
and is prime to q, which is the characteristic of IF. Hence we have by [12, 6.7.81: 
Proposition 4.6. Let &,,+I be the conjiguration of n + 1 hyperplanes in IF” in general 
position defined by the polynomial Q = z1 . . -z,, . (~1 + . . . + z,,) E F[zl,. . .,z,,]. Then 
lF[Zl) . . . ) zn]G(dn+l) is Cohen-Macaulay. 
The invariants F[ &, . . . , ii$+1]“/(4-‘) may be computed as in [15, Example 5.3; 11; 
13;14]. We note that the action of Fx = Z/(q - 1) on F[ 22,. . . , Z,+l] sends monomials 
to monomials. Hence f E F[&,. .., Z,+l]“‘(qP1) if and only if it is a sum of invariant 
monomials. Moreover, a monomial Z+T . . . Z,“$’ is invariant if and only if 
2v2 + 3vs + . * . +(n+l)v,+l =Omod(q- 1). 
In particular we have: 
Proposition 4.7. Let &,+I be the conjiguration of n+l hyperplanes in IF”+l in general 
position dejned by the polynomial Q = z1 . . . z, . (~1 + . . . + z,,) E F[zl, . . . ,zn]. Then 
with the preceding notations: 
(i) Zz-‘, . . . , .t$: E F[zl,. . . ,z,,]~(~~+I) are a system of parameters, and 
(ii) the monomials Z2vz -. . Z,,V;;’ with 
2v2 + 3v3 + * *. +(n+l)v,+l rOmod(q-l), 
2v2 + 3v3 + . . . +(n+l)v,+l <n+l, 
are a system of secondary generators. 
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For q = 3 the bound in Proposition 4.1 is sharp, so &,+I is an optimal general 
position arrangement in IF;. 
Example 4. Consider the Galois field [Fs with 3 elements. The optimal general position 
arrangement &s in 5: is defined by the polynomial Q = xy(x + y) E Fs[x, y], and 
[Fj[X, ylGCd3) = [F3[x2 + xy + y2, (x2y + xy2)2] 
is a polynomial algebra. Likewise, for the optimal general position arrangement &‘d in 
IF: defined by Q = xyz(x + y + z) E [Fs [x, y,z] we find 
lF,[x, y,z]G(d4) = F,[ 22, e:, I?‘$] 
is also a polynomial algebra. However, in the next case, to wit, the arrangement &‘5 
in [F34 We find [Fs[zt,z2,z@J] G(d5) has 5 generators 
e2, et, e4, e:, e3 es 
and a single relation 
(e3e+(z32z52)=0, 
so 
and is a complete intersection algebra, where deg(fi) = i. 
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